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By Babak Ganji

I.B.Tauris Co. Ltd., United Kingdom, 2006. Hardback. Condition: New. Annotated edition. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Did the United States know more than it acknowledges about growing
unrest under the Shah in mid-1970s Iran? Have historians of American-Iranian relations focused too
narrowly on prevailing historical theory and personal recollection? In a period of escalating tension
between the United States and Iran, what can the two nations history of conflict tell us about their
future diplomatic efforts? Covering the last days of the reign of the Shah to the revolution under the
Ayatollah Khomeini, Babak Ganji presents a thorough examination of US policy towards Iran in the
final years of the Carter administration within the historical framework of US-Iranian Relations. He
provides the first in-depth look at US documents seized from the American Embassy by
revolutionary students during the infamous hostage crisis, casting new light on a subject that has
captivated historians attention for decades. Politics of Confrontation debunks the myth that US
officials were unaware of the nature and strength of the Shah s opposition, and sheds new light on
the Soviet Union s increasing influence over senior politicians. Ganji explores the nature of the
perpetually antagonistic relations between...
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This book might be well worth a study, and much better than other. Indeed, it can be perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I realized
this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Dejua n Rippin-- Dejua n Rippin

A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to read through. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through period. You wont feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Estelle Donnelly-- Estelle Donnelly
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